
Installation Guide for Symmetric Patterns

Thank you for choosing Vahallan Hand Painted Papers. Each order is individually hand-painted according to your choice from our sample 
book. Our papers can give an elegant look to any room. Some of the benefits of our papers are that they are repairable, seamless, unique, and 
maintenance free. You will see the task of installing the paper is quite simple and takes very little effort compared to other faux finishes and 
traditional wallpaper. A video is also available at www.vahallan.com/installation

Recommended tools and equipment
painting supplies for priming carpenter’s square sponge and towels
wallcovering primer/sealer* level snap-off-blade knife
clear strippable adhesive* contour guide for molding smoothing brush/blade

*See product manufacturer’s recommendations for further details.

Hanging wall covering:
Step 1: Setup - Fix any cracks, nail holes or any loose plaster on the walls. Make sure the walls are dirt and dust free. Remove any electrical 
outlet plates and vent covers. These can be covered by our wall covering and we recommend doing them prior to the job.

Step 2: Preparation - Surfaces to receive wallcovering should be primed with high quality acrylic wallcovering primer/sealer. For new dry-
wall we recommend two coats of primer. (Please see primer manufacturer instructions for details). This not only facilitates future removal 
but also allows for an increased working time permitting pieces to be repositioned. 
Drying time for primer depends on the type you use; read manufacturers product 
label for suggested drying time.

Step3: Mapping your wall - Whether you are installing squares or rectangles we 
recommend starting the installation on a wall that is going to be a highly visual wall 
or a focus wall and ending the application above a doorway where it will be pos-
sible to manipulate the pieces to fit together if necessary. If the blocks are going to 
be applied in rows it will be necessary to draw a plum line down the center of the 
wall and work out from the line. (Figure A) If the blocks are going to be installed 
on point like diamonds we recommend starting in the center of the most visual wall. 
Always work from top to bottom. You wont be able to end the installation with a 
perfect block on the bottom row but we feel it looks better on the baseboard than the 
ceiling. (Figure B)

Step 4: Pasting - Apply adhesive to the back of your prepared piece using a 4” brush 
or a roller. (Figure C) It is important that the application is even and adequate, par-
ticularly at the edges. Keep your work surface clean by wiping the excess adhesive from the table with a clean damp sponge. Pieces should be 
allowed to “book” to let the paste relax the paper for 30 seconds to 1 minute. Vahallan papers are designed to have some texture and amount 
of texture on the finished wall will depend upon applicator and application techniques. Keep in mind that the paper after being pasted will 
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slightly stretch but will not shrink back when dry.  Because of this you will need 
to pay attention to the pattern as it is being installed to insure that you are keeping 
the pattern square. 

Step 5: Application - Start the application by applying one of the pasted pieces to 
the wall along the plum line that you drew (Figure D) smoothing it to remove the 
majority of wrinkles and air bubbles. Your application method plays a large factor 
in determining how much texture the wall will have. Plastic smoothers leave less 
texture than brushes. (Figure E) Subsequent pieces are applied by butting the pieces 

together.  Some over-
lapping may become 
necessary but gener-
ally we recommend 
butt seaming the pa-
per together. Always 
check the walls when 
installation is com-
plete. Look for edges 
that may not have been properly pasted and might be lifting. Wipe down the 
wall with a damp towel or sponge while hanging to remove any paste on the 
surface of the paper. Paper will take approximately 24 hours to thoroughly dry.

Tips and helpful hints

We recommend cutting the paper dry but if you do cut the paper while wet use a sharp blade and straight-edge 
guide.
Unlike traditional wallpaper, our paper can be wrapped into corners from one wall to the next, or around edges.
If you find a piece isn’t large enough to cover a spot, we have found it looks better to put a small piece of paper 
underneath the two pieces coming together; this makes it look like it wasn’t a patch.
When installing paper around a bathroom sink, caulk the edges that could be exposed to water.
Store leftover paper in the enclosed box and give to the homeowner for future repairs.
To measure for Vahallan papers, multiply the length x width in inches and divide by 144. Subtract for doors and 
windows. This will give you an exact square footage needed.  This number is then multiplied by the overage 
factor for your application.
Be sure to order enough paper for the entire room. Job lots and color variation are to be expected.
Our toll free number is 866-795-6682 and you can contact us by email at info@vahallan.com

Product Recommendations

Primer/Sealers:
Sherwin Williams Prep-rite, Romans Vinyl Prep 909, Romans R-35; for walls with potential adhesive problems

Adhesives:
Clear Premixed medium to heavy duty such as Roman Adhesives Pro-880
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